
This tree is to recognise children that are using the 6 c's these are: 

 

Be curious- seek Knowledge 

Be confident- have a go 

Be courageous- to make mistakes and learn from them 

Be committed- in all you do 

Be caring - to yourself and others 

Always challenge yourself - to be the best you can be 

Year 3: 

3 Willow 

Nell is very caring as she always looks after her friends. 3 Emerald 
 

3 Sage 

Year 4: 

Isaiah is a great example of all the C’s. He’s an enthusiastic learner! 4 Sky 

Isaiah has been very curious this term, regularly asking and answering questions.  4 Royal 

Zakaria is very curious about learning in Year 4 and approaches it with enthusiasm. 4 Sapphire  

Hanifa has been curiously investigating different states of matter. 4 Ocean 

Year 5: 

Rehab who has shown his curiosity during the first few days of term by asking lots of questions. 

5 Sunshine 

Joshua has been very focused in his learning and committed to strive for the best! 5 Buttercup 

Eshan has shown a very curious nature so far this year.  He enjoys asking questions to further his 
learning and understanding. A great start. 5 Canary 

Year 6: 

Raihan Ali from 6 Scarlet is always offering his help and shows care to other children and adults 
alike. He also always has a smile on his face :) 6 Scarlet 

Ahlam has been curious to learn more about our topic of fairgrounds and has already completed 
extra homework. 6 Cherry 

6 Ruby 
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